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Dark ma/er
26,5 %

Std. ma/er
4,9 % Dark energy

68,6 %

All of what we know  off: 
quarks, leptons, radia+on, … 

people, stars, …

Today, we want to talk about this

You are a very fine person, Mr. Baggins, and I am very fond of you; 
but you are only quite a li/le fellow in a wide world aXer all!

Gandalf in The Hobbit (J. R. R. Tolkien)
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The current energy budget of the universe: main assump+ons
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Based on applica+ons of gravity to astrophysical scales  
(larger than 10 Mpc≈3 M light years≈ 3x1024 cm)

Assumes that all is ok with our use of gravity to build the  
cosmological model and assuming that all is ok with the  

related measurements

Dark ma/er
26,5 %

Std. ma/er
4,9 % Dark energy

68,6 %
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h/ps://inspirehep.net/literature/198135

Gravity has been tested down to the mm scale, but there is 
no guarantee that it is s+ll valid at smaller and smaller scales

For example, MOND (modified Newtonian dynamics) 
postulates a 2nd law:  

F=ma2/a0  

in the limit of very low accelera+ons  
(a<< a0≈1.2 x 10-10 m/s2)

The original model has problems with observa+ons, but 
some of it s modifica+ons are s+ll around …

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1496048
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1496048
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Does gravity ‘exist’ (as a fundamental theory)?
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h/ps://inspirehep.net/literature/1496048

In some theories where gravity is an emergent 
phenomenon, dark ma/er is not needed 

Nice interview with the author at 
h/ps://cerncourier.com/a/doub+ng-darkness/

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1496048
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1496048
https://cerncourier.com/a/doubting-darkness/
https://cerncourier.com/a/doubting-darkness/
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h/ps://www.scien+ficamerican.com/ar+cle/how-a-dispute-over-a-single-number-became-a-cosmological-crisis/

Bearing in mind that there are caveats, 
Let’s assume that the current energy budget is ok.

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-a-dispute-over-a-single-number-became-a-cosmological-crisis/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-a-dispute-over-a-single-number-became-a-cosmological-crisis/


The history of the universe
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h/ps://www.iasprepara+ononline.com/primordial-gravita+onal-waves/

Radia+on dominated

Ma/er dominated

Dark energy dominated

It seems that this web page does not exist anymore …

https://www.iaspreparationonline.com/primordial-gravitational-waves/
https://www.iaspreparationonline.com/primordial-gravitational-waves/
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Dark ma/er: Astronomical observa+ons
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Rota+onal curves of galaxies in the Coma cluster  
(Zwicky, ~1930)

Veloci+es of stars in the Andromeda galaxy  
(Vera Rubin, ~1970)

Bullet cluster: weak lensing vs X-ray maps (2006)

h/ps://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0608407

https://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0608407
https://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0608407
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h/ps://arxiv.org/abs/1807.06209

 Power spectrum of the CMB 
temperature anisotropies

https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.06209
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Dark ma/er: Planck 2018 results
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h/ps://arxiv.org/abs/1807.06209

 Power spectrum of the CMB 
temperature anisotropies

Fit to the ΛCDM cosmology 
(Six parameters!)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.06209
https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.06209
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It is there ….

… and there is a lot of it

It interacts gravita+onally

It is less interac+ng than SM par+cles

As it contributes to the forma+on of large structures in the universe (most of) it must be cold (i.e. non rela+vis+c)

It is stable

WIMPs (weakly interac+ng massive par+cles)
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Neutrinos

They exists, but their density is too small.  
Furthermore, they are rela+vis+c. 

 (this would imply that big structures are formed before smaller ones … but this  contradicts observa+ons …) 

SUSY par+cles

None found up to now … 
e.g. neutralinos, (gravi+nos, axinos), …

Sterile neutrinos

No SM interac+on, beyond mixing ….

Axions and ALP

…..

The QCD axion would solve a puzzle in the SM …

MACHOS (massive astrophysical compact halo objects) like planets, brown dwarfs, neutron stars, black holes,…  
are more or less ruled out as having a large contribu+on to the dark ma/er
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Quite rich structure 

⇨ Different spins 
⇨ Huge range in masses 
⇨ Different life+mes 
⇨ Several families 
⇨ Chiral structure 
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Not everybody talks to everybody … 
(at least not directly …) 
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Quite rich structure 

⇨ Different spins 
⇨ Huge range in masses 
⇨ Different life+mes 
⇨ Several families 
⇨ Chiral structure 
⇨ There are different types of charges. 

Not everybody talks to everybody … 
(at least not directly …) 

 
Could it be that there is a dark sector  

equally rich (or richer!)? 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elementary_particle_interactions.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elementary_particle_interactions.svg
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h/ps://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elementary_par+cle_interac+ons.svg

 
DM sector 

Arbitrarily complicated dark sector. 
 It may contain DM, and also other 

par+cles, symmetries, …

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elementary_particle_interactions.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elementary_particle_interactions.svg


How does the SM talks to the dark sector?
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h/ps://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elementary_par+cle_interac+ons.svg

 
DM sector Mediator(s) 

(Portals)

Arbitrarily complicated dark sector. 
 It may contain DM, and also other 

par+cles, symmetries, …

Vectorial: dark photons, … 
Scalar: dark Higgs , … 

Pseudoscalar: axions, ALP, … 
Neutrino portal, 

Gauge portal

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elementary_particle_interactions.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elementary_particle_interactions.svg


Dark ma/er: what do we know?

14 h/ps://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contribu+ons/3905692/

h/ps://www.symmetrymagazine.org/ar+cle/december-2013/four-things-you-might-not-know-about-dark-ma/er

https://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contributions/3905692/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contributions/3905692/
https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/december-2013/four-things-you-might-not-know-about-dark-matter
https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/december-2013/four-things-you-might-not-know-about-dark-matter


How to search for dark ma/er
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h/ps://inspirehep.net/literature/1375500

h/ps://cerncourier.com/a/what-is-ams-telling-us/

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1375500
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1375500
https://cerncourier.com/a/what-is-ams-telling-us/
https://cerncourier.com/a/what-is-ams-telling-us/
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https://www.quantamagazine.org/trouble-detected-in-infamous-dark-matter-signal-20180412/
https://www.quantamagazine.org/trouble-detected-in-infamous-dark-matter-signal-20180412/
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2/ h/ps://inspirehep.net/literature/783646

Scin+llator light measured. 
Poten+ally produced by the 

interac+on of DM with a 
nucleus.

Annual modula+on 
observed.

https://www.quantamagazine.org/trouble-detected-in-infamous-dark-matter-signal-20180412/
https://www.quantamagazine.org/trouble-detected-in-infamous-dark-matter-signal-20180412/
https://inspirehep.net/literature/783646
https://inspirehep.net/literature/783646
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2/ h/ps://inspirehep.net/literature/783646

Results have not been 
reproduced in other 

independent experiments.

Results are in conflict with 
other experimental results.

Scin+llator light measured. 
Poten+ally produced by the 

interac+on of DM with a 
nucleus.

Annual modula+on 
observed.

https://www.quantamagazine.org/trouble-detected-in-infamous-dark-matter-signal-20180412/
https://www.quantamagazine.org/trouble-detected-in-infamous-dark-matter-signal-20180412/
https://inspirehep.net/literature/783646
https://inspirehep.net/literature/783646


Hints of dark ma/er: PAMELA’s positron excess
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Satellite born experiment.

h/ps://cerncourier.com/a/pamela-set-to-take-par+cle-physics-into-orbit/

https://cerncourier.com/a/pamela-set-to-take-particle-physics-into-orbit/
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Satellite born experiment.

h/ps://cerncourier.com/a/pamela-set-to-take-par+cle-physics-into-orbit/
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Satellite born experiment.

h/ps://cerncourier.com/a/pamela-set-to-take-par+cle-physics-into-orbit/

Secondary sources(interac+ons between cosmic-ray 
nuclei and atoms in the interstellar medium1)

Solar modula+on effect

https://inspirehep.net/literature/800801
https://inspirehep.net/literature/800801
https://cerncourier.com/a/pamela-set-to-take-particle-physics-into-orbit/
https://cerncourier.com/a/pamela-set-to-take-particle-physics-into-orbit/
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Signal has to come from primary sources: astrophysical 
objects (pulsars, microquasar) or dark ma/er annhila+on …

Satellite born experiment.

h/ps://cerncourier.com/a/pamela-set-to-take-par+cle-physics-into-orbit/

Secondary sources(interac+ons between cosmic-ray 
nuclei and atoms in the interstellar medium1)

Solar modula+on effect

https://inspirehep.net/literature/800801
https://inspirehep.net/literature/800801
https://cerncourier.com/a/pamela-set-to-take-particle-physics-into-orbit/
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Satellite born experiment.
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Secondary sources(interac+ons between cosmic-ray 
nuclei and atoms in the interstellar medium1)

Solar modula+on effect
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Hints of dark ma/er: pair crea+on in 8Be
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h/ps://indico.cern.ch/event/507783/contribu+ons/2151732/
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Authors claim that this is a 6.8 σ effect
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Hints of dark ma/er: pair crea+on in 8Be
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h/ps://inspirehep.net/literature/1358248

h/ps://indico.cern.ch/event/507783/contribu+ons/2151732/

Not clear what can be the origin: 
Not compa+ble with dark Higgs (quantum numbers are wrong) 

Not ALP (region ruled out by other experiments) 
Not ‘standard’ dark photon … 

May be a not so standard dark photon?

Authors claim that this is a 6.8 σ effect

https://inspirehep.net/literature/1358248
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1358248
https://indico.cern.ch/event/507783/contributions/2151732/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/507783/contributions/2151732/


Hints of dark ma/er: Xenon 1T electron recoil

19

h/ps://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contribu+ons/3814884

Time projec+on chamber 
To measure scin+lla+on light 

from nuclear or electron recoil 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contributions/3814884
https://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contributions/3814884
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Time projec+on chamber 
To measure scin+lla+on light 

from nuclear or electron recoil 

Electron recoil data

https://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contributions/3814884
https://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contributions/3814884
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1801701
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Hints of dark ma/er: Xenon 1T electron recoil

19

h/ps://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contribu+ons/3814884h/ps://inspirehep.net/literature/1801701

Authors explore the hypothesis of a solar axion, which fits, but is in conflict  with stellar constraints. 
Some experts (and the authors) point at a possible tri+um contamina+on ….

Time projec+on chamber 
To measure scin+lla+on light 

from nuclear or electron recoil 

Electron recoil data

https://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contributions/3814884
https://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contributions/3814884
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1801701
https://inspirehep.net/literature/1801701
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NA64: electron beam (100 GeV) dumped in a ECAL of Pb and Sc. 

Looking for a single shower in ECAL and nothing else. 
2.84  10e11 electrons … no candidates found.
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Dark ma/er searches: axion-like par+cles at NA64
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arXiv: 2005.02710

Using the Primakoff effect

NA64: electron beam (100 GeV) dumped in a ECAL of Pb and Sc. 
Looking for a single shower in ECAL and nothing else. 

2.84  10e11 electrons … no candidates found.

90% CL exclusion region
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arXiv: 2005.09575
NA62: kaon beam of 75 GeV/c 

Decay of K+ → e+ N
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arXiv: 2005.09575
NA62: kaon beam of 75 GeV/c 

Decay of K+ → e+ N

Upper arrows: SM region 
Lower arrows: search region
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arXiv: 2005.09575
NA62: kaon beam of 75 GeV/c 

Decay of K+ → e+ N

Upper arrows: SM region 
Lower arrows: search region



Dark ma/er searches: dark photon at NA62
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JHEP 05 (2019) 182

NA62: kaon beam of 75 GeV/c Select pure π0 sample from the K+ and π+ 
Search for a photon in this sample 

90% CL



Dark ma/er searches: ALP at Belle2
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arXiv:2007.1307 Belle 2: electron-positron collider at 10.58 GeV (mass of the Υ(4S) resonance) 



Dark ma/er searches: ALP at Belle2
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arXiv:2007.1307 Belle 2: electron-positron collider at 10.58 GeV (mass of the Υ(4S) resonance) 

Select events either with a single monoenerge+c photon or 
reconstruct the invariant mass of the di-photon system



Dark ma/er searches: ALP at Belle2
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arXiv:2007.1307 Belle 2: electron-positron collider at 10.58 GeV (mass of the Υ(4S) resonance) 

Select events either with a single monoenerge+c photon or 
reconstruct the invariant mass of the di-photon system

95% CL



Dark ma/er searches: LHCb, A’→µ+µ-
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PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 124, 041801 (2020)

Search for prompt and long lived dark photons



Dark ma/er searches: LHCb, A’→µ+µ-
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PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 124, 041801 (2020)

Search for prompt and long lived dark photons

90% CL



Instead of a summary ….
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Based on applica+ons of gravity to astrophysical scales  
(larger than 10 Mpc≈3 M light years≈ 3x1024 cm)

Assumes that all is ok with our use of gravity to build the  
cosmological model and assuming that all is ok with the  

related measurements

Dark ma/er
26,5 %

Std. ma/er
4,9 % Dark energy

68,6 %
Beyond gravity there are hints of DM and many searches …. 

… it is a very ac+ve field …



Extra slides
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Hints of dark ma/er: Xenon 1T electron recoil
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h/ps://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contribu+ons/3814884

https://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contributions/3814884
https://indico.cern.ch/event/868940/contributions/3814884


Dark Energy
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Credit: NASA&ESA

It does not clump 
It seems to be homogeneous  

It accounts for ≈68% of he energy 
budget of the universe

Universe is dominated by dark energy 
today, but some 9 billion years ago it 

was negligible, and some 6 billion 
years ago it was equal to the density of 

dark ma/er

The density of dark energy remains 
constant while the universe expands! 

(Ma/er/radia+on density decays) 
(at least in the last 9 billion years) 

This behaviour is like a cosmological 
constant. We know this from baryon 

acous+c oscilla+ons, (1±0.08, with one 
being a cosmological constant)


